NEUROPTIMAL® PROFESSIONAL

TABLET BUNDLE
WWW.NEUROPTIMAL.COM

Developed by Clinical Psychologists, NeurOptimal®
is the most advanced, non-invasive and 100% safe
neurotechnology to date. NeurOptimal® brain training works
with the central nervous system — your brain — by targeting
turbulent activity that can undermine optimal brain function.
NeurOptimal® detects these abrupt changes in the brain’s
electrical activity and informs the brain of these sudden
shifts by interruptions in sound. These almost imperceptible
pauses invite your central nervous system to pull back
from the less than optimal path it was on. Given accurate
information about its activity, the brain can naturally selfcorrect and work more efficiently. When it does, people
report sleeping better, feeling less stressed and focusing
more easily. NeurOptimal® is turn-key, fully automated and
can be learned in one hour or less.

WHAT’S in thE BOX?


State-of-the-Art fully configured NeurOptimal® Windows
10 Microsoft Surface Pro 4 I7 Tablet System loaded with
an unlimited NeurOptimal® Professional License



1 Year Antivirus Protection



1 External 21.5” Full 1080p LCD Monitor

NeurOptimal® is used by organizations, professionals in
their practices and businesses and users with their families
at home. Together, we form a close-knit community that
spans multiple continents. Zengar is committed to offering
outstanding support to its users, as well as ongoing
investment in Research and Development to carry its users
safely into the future. NeurOptimal® has a long history,
having well over 3 MILLION hours of safe and effective usage
behind it and celebrating over 17 years of changing lives!



1 zAmp



2 Sets of Solid Silver Sensors



2 Set of Earbuds and 12ft extension cable



Wireless Bluetooth Keyboard



Stand



SP4 Stylus and spare Battery



Carrying / Protective Sleeve

NeurOptimal® is for everyone. It is diagnostically agnostic
and training is absolutely effortless for the user. You can
relax, close your eyes and even fall asleep if you choose.
Incredibly simple to learn and to operate, all the expertise
has been built right in. You need no special qualifications to
work with it.



HDMI Cable + Mini Display Port to HDMI Adapter



2 USB Cables



Ten20 Conductive Paste



Getting Started Manual



6 Month PASS Membership

“If I did nothing but train myself and my family, this would be the best investment I’ve ever
made. That I can share this source of relief with others and help their lives improve and
make a career for myself at the same time seems unreal to me sometimes. NeurOptimal® is
a gift. There are a number of people who would be in a very different life circumstance today
if it wasn’t for this technology.” -

excerpt from 2014 NeurOptimal® Trainer Survey Report

FOR MORE INFORMATION ; WWW.ZENGAR.COM

NEUROPTIMAL® PERSONAL

TABLET BUNDLE
WWW.NEUROPTIMAL.COM
Developed by Clinical Psychologists, NeurOptimal®
is the most advanced, non-invasive and 100% safe
neurotechnology to date. NeurOptimal® brain training works
with the central nervous system — your brain — by targeting
turbulent activity that can undermine optimal brain function.
NeurOptimal® detects these abrupt changes in the brain’s
electrical activity and informs the brain of these sudden
shifts by interruptions in sound. These almost imperceptible
pauses invite your central nervous system to pull back
from the less than optimal path it was on. Given accurate
information about its activity, the brain can naturally selfcorrect and work more efficiently. When it does, people
report sleeping better, feeling less stressed and focusing
more easily. NeurOptimal® is turn-key, fully automated and
can be learned in one hour or less.
NeurOptimal® is used by organizations, professionals in
their practices and businesses and users with their families
at home. Together, we form a close-knit community that
spans multiple continents. Zengar is committed to offering
outstanding support to its users, as well as ongoing
investment in Research and Development to carry its users
safely into the future. NeurOptimal® has a long history,
having well over 3 MILLION hours of safe and effective usage
behind it and celebrating over 17 years of changing lives!
NeurOptimal® is for everyone. It is diagnostically agnostic
and training is absolutely effortless for the user. You can
relax, close your eyes and even fall asleep if you choose.
Incredibly simple to learn and to operate, all the expertise
has been built right in. You need no special qualifications to
work with it.

WHAT’S in thE BOX?


State-of-the-Art fully configured NeurOptimal®
Windows 10 Microsoft Surface Pro 4 I5 Tablet
System loaded with NeurOptimal® Personal Trainer



300 Sessions



1 Year Antivirus Protection



1 zAmp



1 Set of Solid Silver Sensors



SP4 Stylus and Spare Battery



1 Set of Earbuds



Stand



Carrying / Protective Sleeve



2 USB Cables



Ten20 Conductive Paste



Getting Started Manual



12 Month Personal Assistant Membership

“After almost 23 years of being “hostage” to psychotropic [anti-depressants] drugs, I am,
completely drug free!”

M.W., Fairfax, VA

“Great news! The teacher has noticed a significant difference in [my son’s] concentration and
maturity in school! I’m thrilled!”

C.R., Pierrefonds, QC, Canada - Mother of 11 year old boy diagnosed with ADD

FOR MORE INFORMATION ; WWW.ZENGAR.COM

